
Introduction

The future of healthcare is bubbles.
That may be an overstatement, but
micron-sized bubbles (called

microbubbles) play an important role in diagnostic imaging.
Current research is exploring how microbubbles can be used
for molecular imaging and targeted drug delivery. The bubbles
act as very good ultrasound scatterers, and because they oscil-
late upon ultrasound exposure, they can also do (therapeutic)
work on the surrounding tissue (e.g., breaking blood clots or
opening up the blood-brain barrier). Current research with
microbubbles has focused on two main areas—developing new
ultrasound pulse sequences to improve the contrast/noise ratio,
and developing specialized microbubbles for molecular imag-
ing and therapy. This article discusses aspects of microbubbles
and their dynamics in actual blood vessels.

Before delving into microbubbles, we begin with a ques-
tion. Why bother with ultrasound as a molecular
imaging/therapy modality? Molecular imaging is already
being developed for other imaging modalities such as
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI). At first glance, ultrasound seems
very limited in terms of its ability to image molecules and
molecular markers. The answer is simple, and perhaps game-
changing—all molecular imaging modalities require some
sort of contrast agent. Gadolinium-based agents are examples
of MR contrast agents; fluorine 18 is an example for PET.
With the addition of ultrasound contrast agents like
microbubbles that are targeted to specific antigens, ultra-
sound too has the potential of being able to image disease
proteins at the molecular level. Ultrasound has the added
benefits of being low cost, non-invasive, highly portable, uses
no radiation, and allows for real time imaging (ultrasound

portability is illustrated in Fig. 1).
Microbubbles can also be made to grow
and collapse at higher pressures, induc-
ing bioeffects such as opening up the

endothelium to allow for drug transport across the normally
tight cell junctions. 

There are several types of ultrasound contrast agents being
developed and tested. Figure 2 illustrates some potential for-
mulations. These include perfluorocarbon (PFC) nanodroplets,
echogenic liposomes, solid nanoparticles, polylactic acid (PLA)
nanobubbles, and microbubbles. An excellent review is provid-
ed in the references.1 This article focuses on microbubbles. 

Microbubbles were originally developed to help improve
diagnostic ultrasound imaging. The idea is that bubbles,
being very good scatterers of ultrasound, would dramatically
improve ultrasound image contrast. The first generation bub-
bles weren’t very good—they dissolved too quickly, making it
difficult to obtain good images. To improve their stability,
today’s microbubbles are filled with heavier gases of lower
solubility and diffusivity (such as fluorocarbons or sulfur
hexafluoride). Microbubbles are also coated with a shell to
help slow the diffusion process (shell materials include
human serum albumin, lipids, or polymers). Both shell and
gas must be biocompatible. 

Characterizing shell parameters
The equation that describes a bubble’s response to inci-

dent ultrasound is a variation of the Rayleigh-Plesset equa-
tion. It is a highly nonlinear equation with the addition of
parameters that describe the viscoelastic shell. The shell is a
very important property of a microbubble—it provides sta-
bility to the microbubble as it circulates throughout the vas-
culature; it adds stiffness to the microbubble, affecting the
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Fig. 1. From left to right: PET-CT imaging system, “portable” MRI imaging system, and a cell phone-sized handheld ultrasound imaging system. The portability and low
cost features of ultrasound may significantly reduce healthcare costs. (Public domain images).
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Fig. 2. Various formulations of ultrasound contrast agents.1 The focus of this article is on microbubbles, gas-filled bubbles with a stabilizing shell. Microbubbles are vascular
contrast agents, while nano-formulations may be more suited for extravascular applications. (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier). 

bubble’s response to ultrasound, and it is the backbone for
conjugating ligands for site specific targeting applications.

There are a few bubble dynamics models that incorpo-
rate shell properties,2-7 and a few models have been tested
against experimental data.8-11 All models currently being used
are variations of a simple linear viscoelastic shell model. One
model that appears to work well for lipid-coated microbub-
bles is the “Marmottant” model.5 It is essentially given by:

(1)

The right hand side is the difference between the interi-
or and exterior pressures. rL is the fluid density, R is the
microbubble radius, R0 is the ambient or initial radius, the
dots above the variables denote derivative with respect to
time, P0 is the ambient pressure, Pa is the applied acoustic
pressure (e.g., from an ultrasound machine), μ is the liquid
viscosity, κS is the surface (2-D) dilatational viscosity of the
shell, σ0 is the surface tension between air and water, and σ is
a variable surface tension that depends on microbubble size. 

The idea of a variable surface tension comes about from
considering a fixed monolayer coating (the shell), and how
that changes when the microbubble size varies. The coating
itself reduces the surface tension. However, during a negative
tensile phase of the ultrasound pulse, the microbubble grows.
The number of molecules on the microbubble surface is
fixed, thus if the bubble grows large enough, gaps between
the molecules will increase until the surface tension essen-
tially reaches its air/water value.12 This is called the “rup-
tured” state, as though the shell was ruptured and the underly-
ing air/water interface was completely exposed. Conversely, as
the bubble shrinks during the compressive phase, the molecu-
lar density increases until the molecules “buckle.” At this stage
the surface tension is minimized, and is set to 0 in the model.

In between the buckled and ruptured state, the surface tension
is assumed to vary elastically with microbubble size. Thus, the
surface tension can be modeled as5

(2)

where χ is an elasticity coefficient for the shell (the vis-
cous contribution κS is explicitly given in the bubble dynam-
ics equation above).

An example of how well this model works is illustrated in
Fig. 3. For this data, light scattering was used to record the
radial dynamics of a microbubble subjected to an ultrasound
pulse of 308 kPa near 1 MHz insonation frequency. The
model matches the radial oscillations fairly well. There is

Fig. 3. This data comes from a Definity microbubble. It fit to the Marmottant
model. The bubble was driven at 1 MHz with an acoustic pressure of Pa = 308 kPa.
The best-fit shell parameters are �χ= 0.5 N/m and �κs = 2.8 x 10-9 kg/s, with R0=1.18
µm. The dashed line indicates the position of R0. Reprinted10 with permission.
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even the hint that the microbubble spent more time com-
pressed than under expansion. This has been termed “com-
pression only” behavior.13-14

The dilatational viscosity also apparently depends on
ambient microbubble size R0. Figure 4 illustrates how the
experimentally-determined viscosity increases with R0, at
least for smaller microbubbles. The plot suggests that as the
microbubble size increases beyond about 3 µm diameter, the
viscosity parameter reaches an equilibrium value nearing
about 1 x 10-8 kg/s. Whether or not the real viscosity depends
on microbubble size as shown in the figure is unknown, as
the shell model itself may not be very accurate. For example,
if a linearized version of the Marmottant equation is used, the
elasticity parameter also is a function of microbubble size.9

However, if the nonlinear version is used, the elasticity
parameter appears to be constant (0.7 and 0.5 N/m, for
Definity and Sonovue, respectively).10

Optimizing diagnostic ultrasound pulse sequences for
contrast imaging can be complicated if the shell parameters
are functions of microbubble size. Consider that a 1-ml vial
might contain over 108 microbubbles, with a size distribution
ranging from under 1 µm to over 10 µm in diameter. Because
they are relatively large, they are constrained to the vascula-
ture (this makes them good blood flow tracers). However, as
they pass through the lung capillary bed, many of the
microbubbles are destroyed. Some are held up because
they’re too large to pass through the pulmonary circulation.
Some break (dissolve) naturally as the shell may not evenly

coat the microbubble. The injection process itself may lead to
rupture of many microbubbles. As many as half the original
number might be destroyed during the first pass through the
circulation. Because of these processes, the microbubble size
distribution in vivo is unknown. This makes it difficult to
tune an ultrasound system for optimizing microbubble sig-
nals, as microbubbles have sharp resonances. Some
researchers are using microfluidics to generate monodisperse
microbubbles,15-17 but a lack of stability and large size limit
their clinical use at this time.

Mechanisms of vascular bioeffects
How does an oscillating microbubble generate a bioeffect?

In 1917, Rayleigh noted that a collapsing bubble can generate
sufficient pressures to damage nearby surfaces.18 For a bubble
collapsing near a rigid boundary, a liquid jet can form that pen-
etrates through the bubble and toward the boundary. Such jets
have long been considered a potential source of damage to
nearby surfaces.19 While early studies of bubble-induced dam-
age were motivated by cavitation damage to ship propellers,20

medical ultrasound has brought focus to interactions between
microbubbles and viscoelastic tissues. Observations of bubbles
near lipid membranes,21 biological cells,22 or viscoelastic gels23

indicate that a nearby compliant boundary can be deformed by
pushing and pulling forces associated with volumetric bubble
oscillations. However, most studies use more rigid boundaries.
For example, one study using cells mounted on a rigid substrate
suggested that cell membranes are disrupted by the impinge-
ment of liquid jets directed at the cells.22 These types of in vitro
studies do not directly address the clinical environment in
which microbubbles are constrained within viscoelastic blood
vessels. In addition to possessing unknown viscoelastic proper-
ties, blood vessels also impose a volumetric confinement on
bubble oscillations. Constrained within blood vessels,
microbubbles excited by ultrasound not only can rupture the
vessel,24 but also can affect the vascular endothelium; there is
hope that the latter effect can be exploited to modify vessel per-
meability to enhance local drug or gene delivery.21,25-26

Accordingly, numerical simulations27-30 and experi-
ments31-32 have sought to elucidate how bubbles and vessels
interact. Based on prior work, vascular rupture in ultrasound
applications has been attributed to either liquid jet impinge-
ment or vessel distention due to “pushing” forces.31-33 Here, we
used ultra-high speed photomicrography to visualize direct-
ly transient interactions between ultrasound-activated
microbubbles and blood vessels within ex vivo tissue. Both

Fig. 4. The dilatational viscosity for Definity microbubbles is shown as a function of
ambient microbubble size (radius). Reprinted.10

Fig. 5. A group of bubbles distends the vessel wall (middle) during the tensile portion of the sound wave; subsequent invagination (right) appears localized and markedly
larger than the distention. Time stamps are, from left to right, 1.3, 1.6, and 3.4 µs after arrival of a 2-cycle ultrasound pulse of amplitude 6.4 MPa. Vessel diameter is approx-
imately 46 µm. Images were colored
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bubble oscillations and vessel displacements were observed
on microsecond time scales.

For these experiments, approved by the University of
Washington institutional animal care and use committee
(IACUC), a rat mesentery was selected as the animal tissue
model because it contains thin and transparent regions,
allowing easy observations of its microvasculature under
light microscopy. Experiments were conducted on vessels
ranging from about 10-100 µm in diameter. These included
arterioles, venules and capillaries. The confinement imposed
by these vessels and surrounding tissue did not prevent bub-
bles from undergoing large volumetric oscillations that
included inertial collapses. In turn, vessels deformed on the
same microsecond time scale as bubble oscillations. A typical
observation of bubble dynamics is illustrated in Fig. 5. The
tensile portion of the sound wave leads to microbubble
growth, causing distention of the nearby vessel wall. The sub-
sequent invagination of the vessel wall follows inertial bubble
collapse. In this and most other cases, invagination appears
more localized, suggesting higher stresses and strains than
those resulting from distention. We could hypothesize, based
on these findings, that invagination may be a principal mech-
anism for bioeffects, at least in these types of vessels.34 Other
vessels such as arteries are much stiffer than these vessels,
and may not respond in the same manner. Still, most of the
available evidence from in vivo studies indicates that vessel
permeabilization effects occur principally in the microcircu-
lation—that is, arterioles, venules and capillaries.

To quantify the observed vessel displacements, radial
displacements of the point on the vessel wall closest to the
center of the bubble were measured, and results obtained
from four representative high-speed image sequences34 are
plotted in Fig. 6. In each of these cases, distention was small
relative to invagination. Moreover, vessel walls behaved sim-
ilarly in that the average inward wall speed was around 9 m/s
over the time range from 1.5–2.5 µs. Achieving such a veloc-
ity over such a short time scale implies that this response was
forced rather than evoked. In addition, vessels achieved their

maximum invaginations after the ultrasound pulse had
passed and bubble motions had mostly ceased.

Although invagination is often greater than distension,
we have also seen evidence that distention can be greater
than invagination in small microvessels with high insonation
pressures. The image sequence shown in Fig. 7 suggests that
for small microvessels at high pressures, distention might be
significant enough to rupture the vessel wall. However, this
appears to be limited to small vessels under high pressures, in
which the bubble expands significantly beyond the original
diameters of the blood vessels. 

We mentioned above that jetting is thought to be the
other principal mechanism for some of the observed bioef-
fects. We too observed clear evidence of jetting microbubbles
in these vessels. Figure 8 illustrates one such observation.
However, the jet was directed away from the nearby vessel
wall, not towards it. In fact, in all of our data sets (over 20) in
which jets can be clearly resolved, all of them were directed
away from the nearest boundary.35 In Fig. 8 the microbubble

Fig. 6. Measurements of radial displacements of the vessel wall at the point closest
to the bubble for four different experiments. Each marker denotes a measurement
from a single image frame. Deflections toward the lumen were defined to be nega-
tive. For each of these sequences, vessel invagination exceeded distention by a sig-
nificant margin. The observed invaginations occurred after bubbles collapsed (at
about 2 µs in the plot) and persisted even after bubbles rebounded.34

Fig. 7. A high-speed image sequence that shows expansion, collapse and re-expansion of a bubble cluster, accompanied by the observation of vessel distention and invagina-
tion. Vessel diameter =17 �m; ultrasound peak negative pressure = 7 MPa. The bubble fragments outside the vessel at 1.2 ms indicate the vessel was ruptured.

Fig. 8. Microjet formed in a 48 µm diameter microvessel under a peak negative pressure of 3 MPa.35 The scale bar represents 10 mm. 
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expanded against the left vessel wall
(0.3 and 0.6 µs) and then contracted
(0.9 µs). It re-expanded at 1.2 µs.
During further re-expansion, a micro-
jet is seen to penetrate through the
interior of the microbubble (1.8 µs).
The direction of the microjet was away
from the left vessel wall. The length of
the (identifiable) microjet was about 38
µm, which is smaller than the vessel
diameter. Consequently, the microjet
does not appear to impact the vessel

Fig. 9. Vascular rupture involving a liquid jet. Peak negative pressure = 4 MPa. Vessel diameter = 15 mm. In frame 4, a liquid jet is seen directed toward the right side vessel
wall. In frame 12, the bubble appears as a mushroom shape with its stem stretching through the vessel wall. Sketches of the bubble in these characteristic frames are marked
with the bubble in solid lines and vessel in dashed lines. In the last frame, the collapsed bubble (arrow) was observed in the interstitial space outside the vessel.

Fig. 10. Illustration of potential mechanisms for microbubble-induced bioeffects.

wall. Additionally, if we assume that the
microjet started to form at 0.9 µs, an
average speed of 42 m/s can be estimat-
ed between 0.9 and 1.8 µs. This esti-
mate is probably a lower bound, as the
microjet may have started to form
towards the end of collapse or early in
the rebound. The lower bound water
hammer pressure generated by this jet
was about 63 MPa.

One can ask, “If the vessel were
smaller, would the jet impact the oppo-

site wall?” The answer is “yes!” Figure 9
shows how a microbubble jet can
impact and rupture a vessel wall. The jet
is seen in the fourth frame (1.6 µs), and
the re-expanding microbubble is found
in the tissue beyond the vessel boundary
(last 3 frames). Our conclusion is that a
microbubble in a compliant microvessel
can jet, that the jet is directed away from
the nearest vessel wall, and it can impact
the distal vessel wall if the vessel is
smaller than the length of the jet.

Our observations suggest that bio-
effects can occur through distension,
invagination, or jetting. We hypothe-
size that invagination (like that shown
in Fig. 5) is the principal mechanism
for larger microvessels, while jetting
(e.g., Figs. 8-9) and distension (e.g., Fig.
7) become important for smaller
microvessels. The potential and
observed bioeffect mechanisms are
assembled in Fig. 10. Understanding
and optimizing cavitation for specific
bioeffects should lead to improved
diagnosis and treatment at reduced
costs. The future of healthcare is bub-
bles! AT
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